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Facts
With NU-EMO, REVOLUTION PARADISE starts the resistance of a young 
generation against outdated social norms!

The band not only thinks about it, but also packages this spirit of optimism 
of the revolution in their band name and, above all, in their songs.
Because: The Emo Revolution starts now!

REVOLUTION PARADISE emerge from the new emo punk/post metal 
wave and got off to a sensational start: After the band was founded in 
2021, the 4 musicians are immediately delighting audiences in metropoli-
ses like London and Berlin. They release their first songs in 2022 and are 
already hitting the 20,000 streams mark in the first attempt. In 2023, the 
band made it to the Germany finals of the Emergenza Band Contest and 
played at the renowned Rock Treff Festival in Berlin.

With their energetic and at the same time emotional songs, REVOLUTION 
PARADISE constantly address topics such as allowing feelings and the 
courage to be different. The band impressively combines extremely catchy 
hooks from singer Noah with emotional rap vocals from rapper Leam.

At previous concerts, the band caused emotional outbursts among the 
mostly young fans with their explosive mix of genres and are now ready to 
take the next step.

The band is currently booking further individual and festival appearances 
and is being discussed as support on tours for larger bands.

REVOLUTION PARADISE is ready to go their own way. This path does 
not mean being what others demand, but understanding emotions as 
revelation and thereby shaping a new world in which “being different” is 
the new norm: JOIN THE EMO REVOLUTION
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                 Neo - Guitars        Noah - Vocals     Leam - Vocals     
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